
includes google slides 

double digit subtraction

with and
without

borrowing



This unit was created with this
guy in mind.  He has autism and
an intellectual disability.  He is a
non-reader, can count to 20, but
still struggles with a most basic
math skills.  With some support

he is able to do this unit and
enjoys the challenge.   He is my

tester!!



This unit contains 13 days of
material that is in both

printable and digital formats.  I
have included a detailed lesson
plan to help you make the most

of everything in this unit
including daily group and

individual activities. 
 

It comes in 2 separate files.
One in color and one in black

and white.



Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



There is a 41 page book with this
unit using simple text and photos.

It comes in a PowerPoint version
as well as a voice-recorded movie
(mp4).



Group activity #1

 This group activity
reviews place value. 



 There are 7 pages of
flashcards you can use if
you do not have Base 10
blocks.

Suggestions for
additional group activities
included.



Group activity #2

 Students will solve
subtraction problems
using manipulatives. 

Includes 20 pages of
flashcards, half that
require borrowing and
half that do not.



Group activity #3

 Students will solve
subtraction problems
using an open number line. 



Place value review
Writing problems vertically
Subtracting using an open number line
Subtracting without borrowing
Subtracting with borrowing

There are 5 worksheet sets in this unit that scaffold skills
needed for double-digit subtraction with borrowing.

Each set has a decreasing amount of visual structure when
solving problems.



worksheet set 1

There are 4 worksheets for
students to review place value.



worksheet set 2

There are 6 worksheets for
students to practice writing
problems vertically making sure
to line up place values. They do
NOT solve these problems.



worksheet set 3

There are 10 worksheets for
students to practice subtracting
problems using an open numbers
line.

NOTE: This is taught in the book
included in the unit.



worksheet set 4

There are 10 worksheets for
students to subtract numbers
without borrowing. There is less
visual structure as you progress
through the worksheets.

Students are
encouraged to
check their
answers with a
calculator.



worksheet set 5

There are 10 worksheets for
students to subtract numbers
with borrowing. There is less
visual structure as you progress
through the worksheets.

Students are
encouraged to
check their
answers with a
calculator.



There is a 7 question quiz
to assess understanding.

This is also used as the
pre-assessment to
measure growth.



There are also digital
versions of the printable
activities included in this
unit.  There is a movie
version of both books
that is narrated and
animated.



Great for review

There is a set of slides
for each learning level.

In this first set of slides,
students type in their
answers for some of
the slides.



Perfect for all learning levels.

In this set of slides,
students will still type
in some answers but
there is additional
visual support included
(gray numbers to
match to.)



Subtraction activities in color
Subtraction activities in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint shows
Double Digit Subtraction book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:


